Helping you to serve your
community (better)

Your all-in-one practice
management workflow
EMC is joining forces with CGM MEDEDI and PRACTICE PERFECT to
bring you a single toolkit for your whole healthcare practice. A
perfect pairing, it offers EMC members a centralised practice toolkit
with Electronic Health Records for a streamlined paperless practice.
Start with a basic admin system + EHR’s and add on functionality
as you need it. From patient onboarding, remote consults, e-scripts
and referrals to billing, easy payments and Electronic Health
Records – everything you need to take control of your family
practice.
* Activate pay-as-you-use add-ons
to enhance your daily workflow.

Ready to go paperless?

The right tool for every
patient touchpoint.

ALL-IN-ONE

Simplify your daily tasks, automate claims and billing and make better
business decisions based on real data.
Everything you need to run and grow a successful healthcare practice.

A SINGLE SOURCE
OF THE TRUTH
POPIA ready and always up-to-date, a complete record includes
patient data and billing information for improved diagnostics, care
coordination and patient outcomes.

CENTRALISED
PATIENT DATA
Get patient data in a click.
A centralised and secure repository coordinates multiple practice
functions and allows for a seamless flow of information within a digital
healthcare environment.

Practice Marketing
Make it easy for new patients to find you! Team
up with Avily, our partner in digital marketing,
to take your medical practice online with a
mobile-friendly website and entice new
patients to your practice. The future is digital,
after all and who doesn’t want to grow their
patient base?

Online Booking
Get the antidote for no-shows and stop the
endless back and forth communication with
appointment bookings. Built right into
CGM MEDEDI, RecoMed integrates with
your practice diary to offer online bookings
to your patients at a date and time that suits
them.

Patient Onboarding
Take advantage of Medme’s POPIA ready patient
onboarding and put an end to wasted time
double capturing details. Going paperless is a win
for all: less time needed by your practice team,
better record keeping and more space in your
practice.

Video Consults
CLICKDOC ensures that no patient goes
without care offering remote access to quality
medical healthcare. Manage your virtual diary
in the MEDEDI calendar, and share your screen
or documents with one click. All video
consultations are POPIA ready and HIPAA
compliant for data security peace of mind.

Electronic Health Records
Designed by a doctor, Practice Perfect was
conceived to support your day-to-day practice
workflow. More than just a digital version of a
patient's paper chart, EHR's digitally capture
the why, what and how of clinical care.
Works on iPad and Android devices.

Advanced e-Scripts
Create and sign prescriptions on the fly with
ICANSCRIPT, the most advanced e-scripting
platform in South Africa. Digitally sign and send
prescriptions to our pharmacy network and have
the prescribed medicine delivered straight to your
patients’ door.

Medical Billing
Cut the time your practice spends on medical
billing and claims! With our fully-integrated
MEDEDI toolkit, ICD-10 codes can be processed
and sent with medical aid claims in real-time. Let
MEDEDI take the hassle out of medical aid claims,
and free up time for your practice manager to
focuson your patients and your business.

Easy Payments
Simple payments and collections for your practice
just make sense cents! Let us improve your cash
flow by automating your billing and offering your
patients many ways to pay - from SnapScan, QR
code, Maestro to credit card and more. MEDEDI
gives you the tools to take control of your business
and continue to build a thriving medical practice.

Ready to evolve
your practice?
Our friendly Sales agents are available to answer your questions.
Call us on 0861 633 334 or email hello.za@cgm.com.
Follow @CGMSA on Facebook and Linkedin or learn more by
visiting www.cgm.com/za-perfectpair.

Your partner in maintaining and growing your healthcare practice.
Powering doctor-patient interactions since 1987.
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